2014 Donations in Memorial

In memory of those mentioned below, a family member or friend has made a donation to Matthew 25: Ministries. Thank you for your generosity. The memory of your loved one is making a difference in the lives of many.

A
- Robert A
- Lewis Ackley
- Lawrence E Adams
- Al
- John Hans Albers
- Amos Anderson
- George William Andrews
- Charlotte Ann
- James Applegate
- April
- Becky Arendall
- Arthur
- Shelton Arthur
- Mela & Hugo Arevalo
- Matthew Averbeck

B
- Barney
- Kathy Barrow
- Edward Bauder
- Virginia Becker
- Dr Archie Wilson Beckner
- Marilyn Beiting
- Charles Bell
- CJ Bell
- Inez Benion
- Jerry Blain
- Stanley Blair
- Ann Blose
- Bob
- Lori Bohman
- Virginia Borgman
- Ralph Boyd
- Bill & Virginia Brennan
- Rodney Brock
- Brothers
- Lella Brown
- Minnie Bunnell
- Peggy Bunnell
- Lori Ann Schram Burke
- Reginald Butternubs
- James Byers
- David D Byles

C
- Scott Alan Carr
- Lillian Carraway
- Grandson Carter
- Hoyt Chaloud
- Gwin Chapman
- Cathy Chulla
- Janet Collinsworth
- Mary C Connelly
- James W Conley
- Bill Cook
- Mr & Mrs Sarkis J Coury
- Catherine Curry
- Jamie Cusentino

D
- Dad
- Barbara Dauer
- Harold Dauer
- Denise Daugherty
- Bill Davenport
- Carmon Davidson
- Amber & Mayme Decker
- Wilma Dingler
- John & Antonette Dissel
- Don
- Clyde & Viola Dudley
- Arnold Dunkelman
- Ken Dunlap
- Scott Dwyer
- Barb Dyer

E
- Marie Eberhard
- Edward
- Matthew Edwards
- Dorothy Eiden
- Cindy Emmert
- Beverly Essex
- Louis & Anna Evans
- Jack Exum

F
- Al Feltrup
- Catherine Feltrup
- Jack Fessler
- Maybelle Fetter
- LaVerone Fite
- Barbara Fitzpatrick
- Bernadine Flanigan
- Lillard Foster
- Paul Francis
- Frank
- Katherine Frank
- TH Franks
- Shirley Fries
- Edmund Fritz
- Mr & Mrs James Fulks

G
- Gregory Gardiner
- Dr Wayne Gardiner
- Joseph Gardner
- Nat & Lavern Gatalo
- Henrietta Gates
- George
- Jay Gibbs
- Clara Gingerich
- Gerda Girmann
- Bobbie Goodin
- William Gough
- Joseph Grafton
- Grandmother
- Willie & Margaret King Gregory
- Richard Griffis
- Gus
- Konstantine Kypriotakis

H
- Henry & Clara Hahn
- Randd Hall
- Izzy Harris
- Dick Hauck
Rita Schmaus
Cheri Schneiider
Marilyn Schoen
James Schofield
Adam R Schulte
Dewey Schumate
Louise Schwartz
Jack N Scott
Lillian Seaman
Mr & Mrs Anthony Serafini
Joel Shay
Edward Simpson
Frank E Sisley
Father Bill Skeehan
Charlotte Snow
Mr & Mrs Chester Sonderman
Ernest Spencer
Joseph Wayne Spikes
Marge Spinner
Helen Stephan
Stephen
Suzy Stevens
Juanita Stockment
Bob & Betty Sullivan
Linda Waite
Tom Wallman
Charles Walter
Cleo Ward
Paul & Catherine Weaver
Charles Weddle
Ronald F Weiszmann
Dr & Mrs PJ Westerbeck
Barbara Wheeler
Wife
Winnie Williams
Bill Willingham
Steve Wilt
Charlie Young
Robert & Verna Taylor
Shirley Taylor
Paul & Betty Thompson
Harry Thornberg
Hubert Thornton
Tom
Mary C Torness
Thomas Toth
Allen Uhrig
Ryan Valenzuela